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revolutionary movement on the verge of success on flic part of*
those who had been placed where they were in order to load it
when the opportunity came. As under the heavy Masts of unscrupu-
lous propaganda, and thanks to the rapidity with which contempo-
rary history becomes ancient history, the facts were so forgotten
that few troubled to correct the perversion of them, the perversion
of them appears in all its crudity in the works of quite respectably
trained historians. Yet the former is as historically silly as the
latter is politically false; the former is based on a deliberate
refusal to admit evidence^ the latter on the assumption that the
production of ideological imagination is the only true raw material
for history., and,, had it not been for the fact that the perversion
has had political consequences;, neither would be more than an
entertaining subject of investigation for the political psychologist,
The result has been that those to whom either extremism was
distasteful felt that, as the revolution was producing such obviously
wrong effects, what had happened could hardly have been revolu-
tion, a conclusion that was consoling politically, and also satisfied
that very real sense which is so widespread in Germany of the
continuity of German history. The clear fact was that there had
been no break with the past; therefore there had been no
revolution in the sense that there had been a French revolution
or a Russian revolution; if there had been what could be called
a revolution, it had been a specifically German type of revolution
of the same historical significance as that of 1848. And so the
non-extremist historian, convinced that the principle that discre-
tion is the better part of valour having been scrupulously followed
by the party leader, might well be followed by the party historian,
came ultimately to the stage when he describes the events of
1918-19 as "revolution" without a capital, intending all the
emphasis to be put on the quotation marks.
The leading authorities on the subject of revolutionary up-
heavals recognize three essentials for a revolution—using the
word in its historical sense and not in its popular sense of **a
Red plot": a revolutionary situation, a revolutionary leader-
ship, and a revolutionary act, a triple necessity admirably
illustrated by the Leninist revolution in Russia in 1917,, so

